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America's worst nightmare is our enemies' dream scenario &#x2026; the fall of the
almighty capitalist infidels. If America's economy collapses, it will bring down not only
our government, but there will be a domino effect throughout the world.
Book One of the America's Worst Nightmare Trilogy, WHO'S YOUR NEIGHBOR, is a
work of historical fiction. Most character names are fabricated. The majority of the
terrorist and political names are real.
The United States of America is threatened by terrorism. Our politically correct aura
and moral righteousness leave us susceptible. Our mission is simple; protect our
future generations. Our government must open its eyes to the atrocious air of
invincibility and become pro-active in stopping home-grown jihadist.
Picture a country, no...a world...void of laws and financial exchanges. Your family,
friends and neighbors are dying of starvation and plague. Everyday citizens are
shooting each other for their food supply. There is no city operated water or sanitary
system...no hospital...no drug companies to provide vaccines or crucial medicines.
Intercity gangs, cons and the criminal element seize control and anarchy rules.
Luckily, there is still time to intercede.
The creation of Homeland Security spawns Domestic Stealth Operations (DSO), a
clandestine organization with the authority to protect the domestic home front by any
means necessary.
N-ROD, Chief Operating Officer of the DSO leads five teams. The Chief Field Op of
each team has the authority to assassinate domestic terrorist. Rusty Scupper leads
DSO-1 and carries out the first assassination of an American home grown terrorist on
domestic soil.
Domestic terrorism, drug and gun cartels, assassinations, covert domestic black ops,
clandestine monies and inter agency government intrigue are all just part of the
captivating scenario.
Add in the development of personal relationships, scheming moles within Homeland
Security and the development of tag targeting munitions and you won't want to stop
reading.
Picture a country void of laws and financial exchanges. Millions dying of starvation
and plagues. Neighbors are shooting neighbors for food. No city operated water or
sanitary systems. No hospitals. No drug companies providing vaccines and crucial

medicines. Intercity gangs, cons and the criminal element seize control and anarchy
rules. This is our enemies mission.
The war on domestic terrorism has begun. Be Smart. Stay safe. Most of all ... Be
vigilant!
Do you know your neighbors? It's time you did!
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